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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.2.4 

 

General 

 SHÖD-AD7K8V - The rows on invoice- and payment plans could be displayed with incorrect color if they 
were partially delivered or partially invoiced. Now, the rows will be displayed as follows: 
- A partially delivered or fully delivered row, but not invoiced yet = grey. 
- A partially invoiced row (no matter if it is partially delivered or fully delivered) = yellow. 
- A fully invoiced row = green. 

 FOHN-ADZB5J - The driver for Monitor Document Converter is updated to version 5.5.1.3 to support 
Windows Server 2016. Please note that this requires a client installation. 

 JELA-AE6G4T - Duplicates of card number (when card is used for recording in the Recording Terminal) are 
not allowed when updating the database to MONITOR 8.2. 

 AKWK-ACXFBK - An error occurred if you deselected Agreement in the Exact Match Search – Purchase 
and Exact Match Search – Sales procedure. It wasn’t possible to click on Search results in these 
procedures. 

 AFOG-ADMD8N - Space as demarcation between e-mail addresses is not accepted by Outlook. Now spaces 
will be removed before you send e-mails from the Print Customer Label procedure. 

 JLIN-AAVDQR - A control if a Product group is used is implemented and a block to rename used Product 
groups is added. 

 AFOG-ABBCWT - It wasn’t possible to start MONITOR on some computers after an update of MONITOR. The 
configuration of the computer wasn’t updated with the entire installation. 

 JELA-A6RBTA - The date in the Last cons. date column was incorrect on customized PopUp. 

Manufacturing 

 CSIG-AC3GYM - Crystal Reports forms for manufacturing order documents didn’t use the user’s regional 
date setting. 

Purchase 

 AKWK-ADJFEE - If you had Finnish in Regional settings and language settings in Windows, the format on 
Invoice date and Due date were displayed in different ways in the Accounts payable. 

 GÅNY-AAPGRD - The invoice image could be placed a bit outside the screen when you previewed a supplier 
invoice in the Supplier Invoice Log procedure linked from the Supplier Info procedure. 

 LAHM-ADK9JU - Incorrect price was saved if you changed the price each in the Authorize Supplier 
Invoices procedure and had alternate unit on the order. 

 LAHM-A86DPX - The Total invoice amount at the bottom of the list was incorrectly calculated if you used 
list type All classified on Supplier code or Signer in the Search Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LAHM-A96DDK - Even if you had the Setting "Print confirmed payments?" activated, the printer dialogue 

wasn’t displayed for AG payments in the Confirm Outgoing Payments procedure. 

 SHÖD-A97CL4 - Quantity on Preliminary coding account wasn’t displayed in the Register Supplier 
Invoices and Update Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. Even if it was set on the account in the 
Chart of Accounts procedure. 

 AKWK-AA9B7C - If you had entered tags for additional text for the form Order confirmation reminder in the 
Form Additional Text procedure, the tags weren’t displayed on the printout in the Order Confirmation 
Reminders procedure. 
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 GÅNY-AAAGUY - When registering a supplier invoice that was deleted, a warning about supplier invoice 
number exists was displayed. 

 GÅNY-AASCUL - Exception account for purchase without order, which you can set on a supplier didn’t work 
with adaptation 275, Estonia and Norway. 

 LAHM-AB7J2D - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you tried to confirm a payment out 
manually or by file in the Confirm Outgoing Payments procedure. This could occur if any of these 

settings wasn’t activated: "Manage payment plans on purchase orders" and "Code suspended input VAT 
when reg. advance invoices on suppl. agreements". 

 SHÖD-ABCALS - An error message was displayed if you changed date and then used tab to move in the 
Make Payments procedure. You could however continue and make the payment. 

 LAHM-ABD93E - The procedure shut down with a program error if you opened the Coding window in any of 
the procedures Payments Out or Payment Suggestions. This could occur if any of these settings wasn’t 
activated: "Manage payment plans on purchase orders" and "Code suspended input VAT when reg. 
advance invoices on suppl. agreements". 

 SSÖG-ACA972 - A registered advice with a selected deletion of quantity during registration caused error in 
the Parts Order window. Now is the deletion possibility removed when advising manually in the Register 
Purchase Order procedure. 

 PGRG-A8LHXW - The Import EDI Orders procedure displayed Your qty. in red font if the order was new. 

 SHÖD-A8WH4G - The Supplier invoice number wasn’t displayed on the reprint of the Supplier invoice 
ledger in the Reprint Ledger procedure. 

 LAHM-AAPFSY - If you opened a final coded supplier invoice that also was allocated and previewed the 
Allocation, and error message about an existing Allocation with this Consecutive number was displayed. 
Now is the current Allocation displayed for the Supplier invoice. 

 MSVK-A6DE8T - The Pay via another supplier remained if you deleted a supplier with Pay via setting 
activated. This caused errors in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure during registration of invoices. 

 PFLN-A6RGAC - If you created purchase order from customer order and then added new rows on the 
customer order, the status was reversed from 2 (Printed) or 3 (Confirmed) to 1 (Registered) on the 
purchase order. 

 SHÖD-A8KCWF - Quantity wasn’t displayed in the Print Supplier Invoice Ledger / Accounting Orders 
procedure. Quantity was only displayed in the Reprint Ledger procedure. 

Sales 

 AFOG-8SEDR5 - No e-mail message was created if the setting Type of form used to direct-print orders was 
set on Delivery note, if you sent e-mail from the Main tab in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 GÅNY-A7XEHB - Incorrect currency code was displayed on the advance invoice. If you used invoicing plans 
and set that order rows shall be printed as invoice text, the currency information was taken from the 
incorrect column. Now the currency information from the column Currency code ISO in the Currencies 
procedure will be used. 

 AFOG-A97L7B - The SIS waybill in the Print Shipping Documents procedure changed alternate unit to 

Loading meters on the first row even if the alternate unit was saved. 

 GÅNY-AC28ZH - If you had activated the Setting "Show only total price on quote/customer order/invoice" 
and selected to display order rows on the invoicing plans advance/subsequent invoice, the price each was 
also displayed. 

 SHÖD-ACG83R - The Register Customer Order procedure could during certain circumstances display CR 
incorrectly if you had 100 % discount on a part row with a price each. 

 JELA-ADRAEA - The number of decimals on rows didn’t correspond with the quantity and place in the 
footer/total in the Packing List procedure. 
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 LSTC-ADSDAT - Changed delivery date on the Main tab or changed price on a configured order didn’t 
activate the Changed order confirmation tab when saving customer order with status 2 (Order confirmation 
printed). 

 JEDS-ADTAQJ - The Order Inflow procedure shut down with a program error during Display List in 
systems with adaptation 82 (Calculate Order Inflow Based on Delivery Schedule Import) and Show Include 
delivery schedules (not forecast rows) selected. 

 KFTM-ADUCGN - An error message about incorrect date format was displayed if you tried to delete a date 
in the Contact date field and left the field empty in the Register Quote procedure. 

 JELA-AE3C86 - A "Runtime Error! R6025 - pure virtual function call" could occur if you tried to right click in 
the Customer Order Info procedure, if the focus was set on another program window. 

 AFOG-AEGBZE - Non numerical Incoterms in the Exception per ship. agent for delivery terms in the Terms 
and Conditions procedure caused a program error in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 LAHM-AEH8NL - You could get incorrect VAT-code on setup price in the Register Customer Order and 
Register Invoices Directly procedure, if the setup price was registered as a service.  

 SHÖD-A9SK7U - If you partial delivered an order with a payment- or invoicing plan and opened the order 
in the Payment Plan List and Invoicing Plan List procedures with the alternative Show all, the result 
became incorrect. The Payment Plan List procedure also displayed incorrect results with the alternative 
Show arrival reported not linked orders that were partial delivered. 

 FOHN-ACWFVC - The name on the Ext. info setting "Block EDI import if no customer/part link exists?" in 
the Update Customer procedure is changed to "Customer's part no. is required during EDI order import 
and del. sched.". The setting is also moved to the section EDI Delivery schedule. 

 SSÖG-ACY95R - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you changed row type from 1 to 4 in the 
Register Quote procedure. 

 FOHN-AD4CHU - The Invoicing Log shut down with a program error if you linked to the Register 
Invoices Directly procedure by using the Info menu. 

 KFTM-7XVK4X - If you opened an order in the Register Invoices Directly procedure and previewed the 
printout on the Invoice tab, and printed it as an Internal invoice from the Invoice tab, the Save button was 
incorrectly activated and caused errors if you answered no. 

 MARN-9DCC56 - It wasn’t possible to display order inflow on services in the Order Inflow procedure 
classified on Product group with list type Only total. 

 KFTM-9FVHWJ - On Account Payments were incorrectly displayed in the Confirm Incoming Payments 
procedure. They were displayed without minus sign and looked as a debit invoice. This is fixed and On 
Account Payments are displayed as a credit invoice with a minus sign in front of. 

 ÖBRN-9HXDG6 - The entire column to the right wasn’t displayed when you previewed a printout in the 
Accounts Receivable Analysis procedure with list type Compact and Age analysis. 

 CSIG-A6LHDN - Your order number wasn’t displayed in the Subject field when you sent a Changed order 
confirmation by e-mail. 

 GÅNY-A7PKW6 - With proportional deduction on the delivery row on the invoicing plan, rows added during 
delivery reporting were included in the calculation. This made the amount withdrawed as paid in advance 
on the invoice upon delivery incorrect. 

 SHÖD-A9VAM7 - Pro forma invoices sent by e-mail got the text cut. 

 SSÖG-AAJCE8 - Text rows linked to a part could be placed over the order number and be illegible in the 
Print Pick Lists procedure, list type Pick list EDI/packaging. This occurred if there was a page break in the 
linked text rows and a text row was placed on row one on the next page. 

 JELA-AASK4L - It was possible to press the Invoicing plan tab in the Register Customer Order procedure 
if it wasn’t active if the Credit limit was exceeded. 

 SHÖD-AAVGPW - Place of Terms of Delivery wasn’t displayed when you sent Invoices or Pro forma invoices 
by e-mail, even if the form setting to display Place of Terms of Delivery was activated. 
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 FOHN-AAVJ45 - If you changed part on a customer order row with quantity more than 1, the rest quantity 
was highlighted in yellow to indicate deviating rest quantity  

 AFOG-ABBCHY - The Print Invoices procedure created e-mail addresses with empty recipients. 

 SHÖD-ABCCHS - It wasn’t possible to create a credit invoice of a comprehensive invoice in the Register 
Invoices Directly procedure, the rows disappeared. 

 LAHM-ABFANY - Empty pages were included in the printouts/e-mails of Polish, Finnish, Lithuanian and 

Norwegian invoices. 

 SHYS-AC7DSE - A calendar to select date is implemented in the fields Invoice date and Due date in the 
Update Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. 

 SSÖG-ACPGUL - When loading a Fictitious Part in the Register Customer Order procedure, all 
incorporated parts got quantity = 1. 

 LAHM-A6EDNP - It was possible to change Accounts receivable account on an On account payment even if 
the account was blocked in the Chart of Accounts / Standard Accounts procedure. This caused an 
incorrect coding for the set-off of the On account payment of the invoice. 

 FOHN-A7HBX6 - Export current list didn’t work properly in the Delivery Schedule Log / Diff procedure, 
list type Total per week. 

 JLÖR-A7VAZS - Bold, italic or underlined font on additional text rows in the Register Customer Order 
procedure wasn’t displayed as bold, italic or underlined font in the Customer Order Info procedure. 

 SHÖD-A8QFGJ - It wasn’t possible to release Agreement basis to Agreements with status Cancelled in the 
Release Invoice Basis from Agreement procedure, despite the fact that there were still Agreement 
basis to release up to and including the Date of cancellation. 

 MSVK-A3YDB7 - Project number wasn’t displayed on the Preview tab and on the printout in the Invoicing 
Log procedure. Now you can display the project number by using the Zoom feature. 

 AFOG-A4LKFU - The CMR waybill had a spelling error. The phrase "Sender's instuctions" is adjusted to 
"Sender's instructions". 

 GÅNY-A4VGH4 - If you in the Invoicing Log procedure classified on Part and searched on Part code, you 
also got results on services if the service had the same name as any of the Parts. 

 LAHM-A65J5T - Credit limit didn’t work in the Register Invoices Directly procedure when you registered 
with Customer code invoice. 

 LREM-A79HZB - The interest was incorrectly calculated in the Register Incoming Payments and 
Incoming Payment List procedures if a customer paid more than the invoice amount. 

 SSTG-A7EJ7J - The Document viewing button was incorrectly placed in the Register Quote procedure. 

 JELA-A89L8Z - Goods label could be illegible on the Main tab in the Register Quote procedure. 

 SHÖD-A8KCD2 - The Search Accounts Receivable Ledger and Search Accounts Payable Ledger 
procedures, list type Ledger and Show transactions didn’t display Quantity and Spec. from the ledgers. 

Inventory 

 PFLN-AA8J3L - Packaging parts is now displayed in the Rescheduling Suggestion – In and 
Rescheduling Analysis procedures with Part type Purchase selected. 

 JEDS-ABDH7W - The Part Info procedure closed the Document viewing window when you changed part, if 
there were documents linked to the Revision. Document Viewing is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 JLIN-A2CJBZ - An empty window was displayed when you pressed the Change address button on supplier 
nonconformities in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 CSIG-A79K6T - Comment on Revision in the Update Part procedure also indicated that there were linked 
documents. 
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Workshop Info 

 PPEN-ACUGJR - Planned absence on a non-working day caused a program error during period switch in the 
Switch Absence Code / Period procedure. 

Accounting 

 GÅNY-ADKFPQ - If you calculated depreciation on an entire year in the Budgetary Depreciation 
procedure, the calculated value became incorrect if it was a leap year. 

 LREM-ADLFQY - The activities start date was incorrectly updated if you adjusted a project’s start date in 
the Register Project procedure. 

 SHÖD-AA2C8Y - It was possible to enter more characters than it was possible to save in the Category 
window for Fixed assets. Now it’s only possible to enter and save 15 characters in this window. 

 GÅNY-AA9D5D - If you had the setting Create manufacturing project in the Register Project procedure 
set on No question, No, an incorrect message about already existing manufacturing project was displayed. 
This alternative and the other two alternatives No question, Yes and Question will work correctly. 

 GÅNY-ACFCZH - The Register Project procedure could shut down with a program error if you changed 
start date on a project. 

 LAHM-ADLDN9 - The Project Summary procedure, list type Cost/income classified on Cost type didn’t 
display the incomes in the list. Now, this is adjusted and the signs of the costs are changed and will be 
displayed with a minus sign to distinguish them from incomes. 

 LREM-9C4GY4 - It was possible to enter more than 50 characters in the Voucher text field in the Register 
Vouchers procedure, which caused an error message. A limit of maximum 50 characters in the field is 
implemented. 

 GÅNY-A7AE4Y - If you had deselected Print comment for the form Project report in the Form Settings 
procedure, Print comment was still activated on the Project report tab in the Register Project procedure. 

 MSVK-A85A9U - The decimals are removed in order to get more space for the columns in the Project 

Summary procedure, list type Cost/Income. 

 GÅNY-A8ZJC7 - Now is the possibility to delete projects with registered transactions blocked in the 
Register Project procedure. If you remove the transaction or link you can be able to delete the project. 

 MSVK-AB7DHQ - If you used the Rename Account procedure and had a translation on the account you 
wanted to rename, the translation wasn’t copied to the new account. If you created a new account and 
used the original account number, the "old" translation was used. 

 MSVK-ABM9XU - It wasn’t possible to reverse vouchers in the Register Vouchers procedure in MONITOR 
version 8.2. 

 LAHM-A6UEXN - A control is implemented in the Register Accounting Year procedure to prevent 
registering two accounting years with different name, but the same period. 

 SHÖD-A89K36 - A message about manufacturing project was displayed when you registered a new project 
even if the Setting "Create manufacturing project in the Register Project" was set on "No question, No". 

 SHYS-A4UGGU - The import of SIE file in the Import / Export SIE procedure didn’t include previous 
year’s balances from the Income statement, even if you had set it in the Search form. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-AC2DLV - The amount in the column Price each could be displayed in red (Amt. does not match) 
even if the price was the same as in the column Order price in the Authorize Supplier Invoices 
procedure. This error only occurred for Subcontract purchase orders. 
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Management Accounting 

 LREM-ADAFYY - An error message was displayed during posterior coding of the invoicing log if you had a 
customer invoice with foreign currency with exactly 1 in amount. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-ADEDHD - The number of characters for the reference's e-mail address was limited by the field size 
E-mail address for reference in the Company Info procedure. 

 AFOG-ADTJ7K - When you open the Users procedure is focus set on the search field, to make it easy to 
search users in the list. It wasn’t possible to add new users if you had focus in the search field. 

 SHÖD-AB7FPH - It wasn’t possible to Save after making certain changes in the Update Stamp procedure. 

 RDJF-9MGH4Z - It wasn’t possible to export data from the Modification Log List procedure. Now it’s 
possible to use MDC and export following formats Excel, PDF and RTF. 

 JELA-A8AB49 - Printout in the Users procedure cut the printout and empty pages were included in the 
printout. Now the printout will be in landscape format and no empty pages. 
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